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In previous posts, I have discussed how I infuse natural in�ueces in all of
my designs.  This is not only a favorite aesthetic but, a personal and
emotional preference that feeds my soul and artistic instinct. 

 
I RECALL THE PLACES OF MY YOUTH—the textures and fragrances of my grandmother’s

garden, wild grasses, rich soil, the sea air—all of which resonate and in�uence my creative, and

in�uence my design expression to this day.

This month, I will share with you some other ‘in�uencers’ in the world of design that I look

forward to adding to my design vernacular.

I recently had a chance to visit the Quintus showroom and thoroughly enjoyed the modern lines

in their furniture.  These clean, re�ned silhouettes are sculptural like a piece of �ne art and

create a powerful statement in a room.

GREYSON SOFA 
QUINTUS

There are a number of great garden and organic themed prints in both fabrics and wall-

coverings to consider these days, which of course works right into my style. It is the color and

movement that catches my eye along with the ‘fantastic’ as subject matter for prints.  Osborne

& Little is one of my recent favorites because they are o�ering so many great options.

OSBORNE & LITTLE

There is always the challenge of an empty room that excites the mind. Mixing period styles,

patterns, colors and textures in an unexpected collection that brings freshness to items we have

seen or lived with over time. It is that juxtaposition of items I constantly search for when

designing a home.  The chair below is from Hickory White furniture.  A cool geometric pattern

on a classic high-back chair.

HICKORY WHITE

L.A. based group, Gregorius | Pineo, is a talented group of artisans who produce handcrafted

pieces that mix subtle and bold textures and materials.  I love this furniture—it inspires me in my

design—I hope it will inspire my clients as well.

GREGORIUS | PINEO

I visit trade shows and furniture markets each year to keep abreast of all that is going on in the

world of interior design for my clients. It is really exciting to see the ever expanding plethora of

ideas pouring onto the design landscape. Long gone are the times of such conservative and

rigid rules of expression and style. Now design o�ers me even greater opportunities to create

spaces that are not only functional but homes that are transformed to be completely about

each client. Personal expression is so much fun to develop within each project.  I always tell

my clients “don’t be boring, be brave,” because the results are far more re�ective of the place

we truly call our home. 

 

Regards, 

Lauren Jacobsen Design

If you liked our newsletter and you want one exclusively sent each month click here to sign up.  We promise
no marketing lists, no spammy stu�, just information you can really use.  Or, if would rather control your own
destiny for design advice you can check in and read my blog anytime.

CONTACT LAUREN JACOBSEN DESIGN AT 
818.259.0175 PHONE   |   818.763.0586 FAX   |   LJACOBSENDESIGN.COM
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